Dear Senate Inquiry - Shared Parental Responsibility Bill 2005
This is a my submission to the Senate Inquiry into the provisions of the Family
Law Amendment (Shared Parental Responsibility) Bill 2005
I understand that there is a secret study currently underway to undermine the
interests of children and fathers in the current Family Law debate. I find it
laughable that we are striving for an equal and fair society in every aspect of
life but this is the most discriminatory area of society that exists.
If the policy makers want the best possible outcome for the children then it
should be done openly and NOT secretly as is currently the case. It makes me
wonder why this "inquiry" is being performed at all if only one side of the
arguement is going to be heard. What a joke.
The current family model that the Family Court purports to be true is that in
most families the father works then goes out drinking with his mates while the
mother stays at home and sacrifices her life for her darling children. This
might have been the case in the 1850's and previous but it is so untrue of
families in current times. We are constantly being confronted with feminist
views in the media about how women are angel-like carers who sacrifice
themselves for the good of others while men are, well, abusers and killers and
should all be locked up in "just in case" they might abuse somebody one day.
I am so sick of all of all the feminist propaganda which confronts us daily
everywhere we go and this secret inquiry is just another piece of the puzzle
that the feminist man-haters in politics want it all for the women without even
giving the men a chance to defend themselves. They know the scales are tipped
severely in favour of women in Family Law and they are only looking after
women's interests. It seems they have forgotten about the children somewhere
along the line here.
Wake up everybody please. It's not about protecting women from potential abuse
which may never happen, (I know plenty of women who can beat on their husbands
too) it's about letting children spend quality time with both parents who love
them dearly. Research around the world is showing that mothers are the main
source of child abuse after all.
Why give one parent total control over the affairs of the children when many of
these carers can be acting out of spite and revenge against the other parent.
Destroying the children may be the ultimate revenge in some mothers eyes. Stop
and think for a minute if you have met a woman like this, I know I have.
Why reduce one parent to little more than a slave for the other parent, working
to pay support for children he may not even have access to. This is so common
these days, I am constantly meeting men who pay support for kids that they do
not have access to.
Why allow one parent to spend support money in any way they choose because they
are unaccountable once the support money enters their bank account. perhaps the
other parent has wishes for how money is allocated for their own children.
Please, we are pushing for equality in every part of society where it benefits
women but in this part of society women are pushing for the status quo because
they hold the upper hand already and they desperately want to keep it that way.
Why hold a secret "inquiry" without allowing fathers groups to have their say?
Ask yourself that question and you will have the answer.
If you made it this far I thank you from the bottom of my heart for reading my
(and thousands of other victimised men's) views
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